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• small size that goes with proper capacity 
and simple, safe construction; 

• stable position underwater with twin set 
and together with several tanks on the side; 

• streamlined shape allowing for entering 
the narrow spaces; 

• durable material – UV resistant and hardy; 

• capacity big enough for the wing together 
with two tanks and a side tank to remain on 
the surface and after having it put on by the 
diver, to give him a high position above the 
water; 

• quick release of gas in each position with 
the use of both inflator and a back valve 
(dump valve); 

• separated placement of the hoses regar-
dless of the type of regulators being used 
and regardless of the configuration; 

• safe and easy access to valves both under 
the water and on the surface with the wing 
fully filled;
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Donut 22 Special Edition is an ideal tool for both recreational divers just starting their 
adventure with twin sets as well as for advanced explorers diving each day with a few 
side tanks, scooters and other additional equipment. This proven design trusted by 
many satisfied customers went through a unique limited edition.
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As an Instructor Trainer, scientific diver and Explorer quali-
ty, well-made reliable equipment is quite simply ‚life support’.  
I have worked with Tecline over the last few years, teaching CCR 
classes for their customers, presenting on product at dive shows 
and consulting on Tecline product and when offered the opportu-
nity to work with Tecline in the design of a CCR specific wing/BC 
was excited at the prospect. Through various prototype phases 
of development and design we arrived at the Tecline Donut 22 
SE’. The aim was to make a tough, functional, reliable and long 
lasting product that specifically met the needs of the Technical 
CCR Diver. Many CCR have a lot of weight in the lower section 
with 1st stages and cylinder valves in this position and are bu-
oyant in the upper section due to the counter-lung/lungs. The 
Donut 22 SE was designed to offer a larger buoyancy chamber at 
the base and smaller at the top to specifically meet the trim requ-
irements of CCR Diving. The fitting of the inflate mechanism and 
dump to rubber plates add strength and longevity to the design 
and, as with all Tecline product I have personally used to date, 
build quality and materials are exceptional.

„I know that well-made, reliable  
equipment can save your life” 

Phil Short

Phil Short has been diving for over 20 years.  During this time he has logged over 6000 dives with over 3000 hours 
on rebreathers. Phil deals with preparing and testing rebreather systems; he is also a trainer preparing both new 
divers and other instructors for CCR diving.  He has been taking part in many diving expeditions in places never 
visited before. Phil has also cooperated with many scientific organizations in the field of underwater research.   
He acts as a dive industry consultant for many diving equipment manufacturers. 
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